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CRITICALSTART® Incident Response Plan Review

KEY BENEFITS
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Reduce mean time to
respond to incidents by
following standardized
processes

9

Improve the effectiveness
of your CIRT

9

9

Even a small cybersecurity incident, such as a malware infection,
can escalate into bigger problems that ultimately lead to data breaches,
data loss and interrupted business operations. An up-to-date incident
response plan helps you plan for security breaches and recover more
quickly when an incident occurs.

Meet compliance, legal,
HR and incident handling

Protect your data, your brand ‒ and your budget.

requirements

The average cost of a data breach in 2021 was $4.24 million.1 Business continuity,
disaster recovery and corporate image are also huge concerns, especially if your
business relies on third-party vendors. Our Incident Response (IR) Plan Review helps
you mitigate these risks by updating your existing IR plan to improve in specific areas
or developing a first draft for a fresh start. As a supplemental service, our highly skilled
Cyber Incident Response Team (CIRT) can also validate the final draft with your CIRT
through a tabletop exercise.

Improve your organization’s
confidence and resilience in
critical response functions
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Ensure that your incident response
plan addresses the latest risks.

Empower leadership to
invest in improvements to
IR capabilities

Our CIRT professionals:
•

Engage with your CIRT stakeholders as key contributors

•

Tailor your plan to your existing infrastructure and capabilities

•

Align with your organization’s policies, National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) Framework and industry-proven best practices

•

Produce a final document of tested processes,
approved by your technical leaders

Engage with
your CIRT
stakeholders

Contact Us

Tailor plan
to existing
infrastructure
& capabilities

Request a Free Assessment
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your policies,
NIST Framework
& best practices

Produce
final
document

